Cover Story JAYANARAYAN PANDA & BIKASH RANJAN MOHANTY W ANT a ride in a spacecraft? Just step into a simulator and you could whiz past planets and stars. Want to know what the dinosaurs looked like? Take a stroll in a dinosaur park with the huge animals making peculiar sounds. And if you want to know how the heart works, just step inside a life-size model of a heart and you get an idea how the blood flows. You can explore and experience all this and much more if you happen to visit any science museum or science centre that your city or the nearest city boasts of.
Much of the science we read in books is hard to imagine. Think of electrons in an orbit -double helical DNA -tetrahedral carbon atomsilicon chips -nuclear reactors -eight planets -earthquakes -volcanoesevolution -sea horses -jelly fishesinsectivorous plants… the world is awesome to experience. It becomes extremely difficult to encapsulate the innumerable scientific phenomena and processes in straight-jacketed textbooks. And, much more difficult for students to grasp the complexities associated with such phenomena.
Science museums and science centres, however, lend a helping hand, deconstructing complex ideas and explaining them through working models. Science exhibits at such places are unique resources for non-formal education helping develop skills and positive attitudes towards science. They not only give wings to our imagination but also provide a better understanding of the world around us. They are places to discover, explore, and test ideas about the natural world.
The term 'museum' literally means "a place dedicated to the Muses (any of nine daughters of Zeus and Mnemosyne who represent arts, in ancient
Changing Role of Science Museums & Science Centres
Science museums and science centres are helping innumerable masses experience and learn science, often igniting curious minds and unleashing their creativity.
Maritime Centre, a permanent pavilion within Science City, Kolkata depicting segments of maritime history, maritime activity and related subjects, has been developed by Science City, Kolkata in collaboration with Kolkata Port Trust.
Exhibit depicting India's great scientific heritage at the Heritage Gallery at the National Science Centre, New Delhi
Cover Story biology, geology, paleontology, information technology, industry and industrial development. In recent times, the role of science museums and science centres has been changing.
A Learning Experience
Today, a science museum or science centre is not only a place for learning science but also a place of amusement with friends, family members and relatives. Most science museums and science centres have a big park with outdoor exhibits such as multi-cycle, swing, seesaw, sliding board etc., which are much enjoyed by schoolgoing children.
The galleries are full of exhibits related to physics, chemistry, mathematics, biology, geology, information technology, electronics and other branches of science. Then there is usually an auditorium or hall for demonstrations and lectures on different topics of science. An exhibit may often provide an opportunity for joint experimentation too.
The main aim of science museums is to popularize science by inculcating a scientific attitude and spreading general awareness amongst the people, especially children. They also present the advancements of science and technology and their applications in industry and human welfare. Mobile exhibitions, seminars, popular lectures, science camps and various other programs organized by science museums and science centres help to bring the common man closer to science. In a way, they promote a spirit of scientific enquiry and creativity among the young and old alike.
Many science centres in the country even render assistance to schools, colleges, universities, technical institutions, and other educational bodies in imparting better science education to students. Another objective of science museums is eradication of superstitions from the society.
Mobile exhibitions are also very helpful to students in rural areas because the exhibits are correlated to their science books. The scientific complexities are better understood when students come across exhibits depicting scientific phenomena or processes. The idea becomes clearer on further discussions with friends, teachers, and guides at the museum.
Another activity at science centres is the organisation of summer camps for teachers and students. Through these camps they are able to develop devices and kits to demonstrate the particular subject they teach or learn.
Unique Learning Environment
A science museum exhibits historical artifacts, exhibits of natural phenomena, scientific ideas or technological inventions or exhibits of more contemporary science. Based on in-depth scientific principles but designed to serve the broadest general public, these exhibits create a beautiful learning environment, where people of all ages learn while enjoying.
The world on your palm-an exhibit at the National Museum of Natural History, New Delhi Check out for yourself! Greek mythology)". The first science museum was the Museo de Ciencias Naturales (National Museum of Natural History) in Madrid, Spain. It was opened in 1752, and almost remained close during the Franco regime . It was revived later and today works closely with the Spanish National Research Council. Several universities and medical schools maintained collections of specimens for their students during the Renaissance period. Such collections of scientific artifacts gave rise to the modern science museums.
Science museums concentrate mainly on display of things related to different disciplines of sciencephysics, chemistry, mathematics,
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The scientific phenomena and concepts are exhibited through specially designed devices, machines and instruments.
The exhibits in these museums prompt visitors, interacting with them, to ask questions and reinforce their own learning. Exhibits are designed to isolate a piece of nature or a concept from the complex world so that a visitor has a chance to look at, play with and thereby begin to comprehend it. For instance, visitors can learn about refraction by passing light beams through large plastic lenses or by watching waves bend in a ripple tank as they pass from deep to shallow water.
Some science museums also have biological or life science galleries that inform people about extinct or endangered species, their habit, habitat, nature etc. to create environmental awareness among the people.
Learning While Playing
The role of playing and exploring with objects and ideas, as part of the learning process, is an important but often overlooked feature of education. The playful atmosphere of science centres leads many people to think of them as places only for children. But play is a serious matter in science education. It leads to the development of skills in observation and experimentation and the testing of ideas, and also provides an opportunity to independently discover order in nature.
Behavioral studies, in addition to indicating the importance of play in developing creativity and learning skills, give support to the idea that the manipulation of objects, as well as sketching and drawing, actually helps A dinosaur exhibit at the National Museum of Natural History, New Delhi 
Role in Public Education
Science museums and science centres offer learning opportunities that are difficult to replicate in a traditional school setting. As they are not part of the formal education system, museums can successfully host science-related activities that reach wider audiences. The resources of museums and centres are used in formal teaching as well. Exhibits are often used by students and teachers as aids for learning. And many museums are adding libraries, information systems, film and demonstration theaters and other resources to help people develop a deeper understanding of what they experience.
The centres often observe days like World Environment Day, Earth Day and National Science Day. On these days they invite students from schools, hold a rally holding banners and placards and giving slogans to create awareness among the common people about various issues of current concern. The centres also arrange popular lectures by environmentalists, scientists, or professors. The programme also often includes open house quiz competitions to enhance the creative knowledge of students. Prizes are often given to successful participants to encourage them.
Science Centres in India
India has a number of science museums and science cities located in different states. The National Council of Science Museums (NCSM), New Delhi is the largest network of science centres/ museums/parks under a single administrative umbrella in the world. It is an autonomous society under the Ministry of Culture, Government of India, established on 4 April 1978. It works with a network of 27 science centres located all over the country.
The NCSM tries to present science through different exhibits and models that help students and teachers better their understanding of scientific phenomena and gain practical knowledge. The galleries of all science museums are changed every two to three years. The NCSM also arranges mobile galleries moving from museum to museum and giving 
Nehru Science Centre, Mumbai
Nehru Science Centre has a Science Park with varieties of plants, trees and shrubs. More than fifty hands-on and interactive science exhibits on energy, sound, kinematics, mechanics, transport, etc. are installed in the science park. Its unique architecture houses several permanent science expositions on various themes such as the Nehru Planetarium, a centre for scientific study of astronomy; Discovery of India, a permanent unique exposition covering every aspect of artistic, intellectual and philosophical attainment of India through the ages, depicted in 14 galleries; The Hall of Computing Gallery, an exposition comprising of 40 interactive models and computer-based exhibits.
National Science Centre, New Delhi
National Science Centre, New Delhi is one of the largest and best science centres of the National Council of Science Museum (NCSM) with good scientific models, participatory exhibits, and interesting artifacts on display. It provides great insights of science to children and elders alike with lots of fun and education. There are many galleries in the centre with displays based on different theories and laws of science that can be understood by the students by demonstrating it practically. The models displayed at the Human Biology gallery are very interesting and fascinating. There are also a number of displays giving information about Nobel Prize winners and eminent Indian personalities. It also houses a good library and an inflatable planetarium apart from the Cyber School, which organizes various short-term courses for students as well as teachers. A newly inaugurated Indian Heritage Gallery showcases ancient Indian science.
Visveswaraya Industrial and Technological
Museum, Bangalore Visveswaraya Industrial and Technological Museum is situated on the Kasturba Road in Bangalore. It's named after Sri M. Visveswaraya, the Dewan of Mysore. It comprises of five galleries-Popular Science Gallery, Kimbe Paper Metals Gallery, Children's Science Gallery, Electronic Technology Gallery and Engine Hall Gallery. This museum has special exhibits showcasing the working of different types of machines. Apart from airplane and steam engine, a number of other items are also on display inside the museum, e.g. exhibits on electronics, motor power, uses and properties of wood and metal, etc. It also has a mobile science exhibition. The exhibition remains on a tour of the entire state of Karnataka throughout the year.
Birla
Industrial and Technological Museum, Kolkata Birla Industrial and Technological Museum (BITM) is situated on the Gurusaday Road, Kolkata. It came into being in 1956 due to the initiative of Sri B.C. Roy, the then Chief Minister of West Bengal. In the galleries of BITM different models of electricity, nuclear physics, optics, iron and steel, communication and mining are exhibited. One feels like going down a coal mine while visiting the mining galleries. BITM also showcases live animals like snakes and other reptiles, rabbits and possesses an aviary and an aquarium. BITM has an exhibition called "Rivers" consisting of visual panels, interactive exhibits, videos, multimedia and games with quiz.
Pushpa Gujral Science City, Kapurthala
The biggest project of its kind in Northern India, the Science City has been set up on 72 acres of land in the heart of Punjab, on JalandharKapurthala Road. The foundation stone of the Science City was laid by former Prime Minister Shri I. K. Gujral on October 17, 1997.The subject areas covered include physical, applied, natural and social sciences, engineering, technology, agriculture, health sciences, energy, industries, human evolution and civilization, the environment, ecosystems, Jurassic parks as well as frontier areas like space, nuclear science, information technology, robotics and Bio-technology.
National Museum of Natural History, New Delhi
The NMNH owes its genesis to the Late Prime Minister Smt. Indira Gandhi, who while considering new projects to be initiated in 1972 on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of India's Independence, decided that the country needs a museum of Natural History to depict its flora, fauna and mineral wealth to provide an out of school facility for education of children and to promote environmental awareness among the masses. The NMNH opened its doors to the public on 5 June 1978. From the initial Gallery 1, the NMNH has grown substantially during the last 30 years, by the addition of three more Galleries, and a Discovery and Activity Room. It has conducted a variety of educational programmes and brought out popular literature. In addition the Museum established and operationalised three Regional offices at Mysore, Bhopal and Bhubneshwer. A fourth Regional Office has been established recently and will be operational soon, a fifth Regional Office is being planned at Gangtok.
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Cover Story information about science inventions and discoveries. Many science museums conduct a sky observation programme on clear sky evenings. People are informed about celestial events like appearance of comets, constellations, and solar or lunar eclipses.
Another important body is the National Agricultural Science Museum, New Delhi that can be called the pioneer of agricultural science museums in India. This museum tries to keep an account of the ancient agricultural practices of India as well as modern technological advancements.
Some museums are situated near picnic spots and historical places so that visitors enjoy both. For example, the Kapilas Science Park, located at the base of the Kapilas Hills (famous for Lord Chandra Sekhar Shiva's temple at the top of the hill) in Dhenkanal District of Orissa, is an attractive place for science enthusiasts. Its five acres of lush green landscape adjacent to Kapilas Zoo is a unique concept in science education. It contains an array of participatory exhibits and also has environmental and ecological corners with botanical specimens, live animals and birds.
Kapilas Science Park comes under the administration of the Dhenkanal Science Centre, which is located at Dhenkanal town, 26 km away.
Future Directions
As science centres and museums continue to evolve, there are some interesting emerging trends in exhibit technique and program design that point to future developments. Phenomena that may be hard to visualize or too complicated for standard interactive exhibits are now presented with interactive audio-video techniques and computer-generated graphics to provide in-depth learning experiences. A number of science centres are developing auxiliary learning stations and integrated libraries along with exhibits to address the desire of visitors to learn more about a particular subject or to develop a theoretical understanding of a general concept.
Science museums are developing programs and activities that go beyond the walls of the museum. They work with such other media as publishing, television and radio to present science to the public. Museum shops provide science instruments, books and science toys, enabling visitors to take their museum experiences away with them. Recently, a few museums have also started research projects, which will shed more light on the learning process as well as help museums further develop their educational potential.
With their knowledgeable human resources and inquisitive exhibits along with teaching programs and research activities, science centres and museums are fulfilling their role in public science education. No doubt, they act as a bridge between the formal science education system and the community at large. Table 1 . Some important science centres in India
